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Building Funds:

BOR To Cut
USF Request

..._..

Someone Needs You
Giving of your time and yourself to
someone who needs you can make getting
a college education a more enriching and

Oracle Photo

exciting experience. See related editorial
on page 4.

Israel Claims Offensive
In Middle East Fighting
UPI Wire Report
Israel's war machine in full
offensive swept the Syrian army
from the Golan Heights
yesterday and began "the
destruction of the Egyptian army" in the Sinai desert, the
military high command revorted.
On the third day of the "War of
the .Day of Judgment," the
Israelis said they had destroyed
hundreds of tanks on both the
northern and southern fronts,
carried out daylong air and artillery strikes against Port Said
on the western bank of the Suez
Canal, and drove virtually all
Syrian soldiers from the Golan
Heights.
·
ISRAEL'S CHIEF of staff said
Israeli forces had "not yet"
crossed the Suez Canal. He
refused to say whether they
would do so eventually, or
whether they would drive across
the Golan Heights into Syria.
Arab communiques, in sharp
contrast, maintained that the
armies of both Egypt and Syria
were still advancing.
Egypt said its troops were
pouring across the canal and had
repulsed Israeli counterattacks.
Syria said its tank-led forces had
pushed deep into the Israelioccupied Golan and its antiaircraft batteries had downed 35
Israeli planes yesterday alone.
AT THE United Nations, U.S.
Ambassador
John Scali
proposed a cease-fire which
would require both sides to return
to the positions they held before
the war broke out Saturday, in
order to open the way for "a
solution for the tense and cancerous situation confronting us."
U.S. Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger, in a speech in

BY SANDRA WRI.GHT
Assistant News Editor
Although USf' Pres. Cecil
Mackey has requested an approximate $56 million in capital
outlay funds for buildings for the
next six years, State University
System Chancellor Robert Mautz
said yesterday it "is impossible
to meet the demands."
"All universities need ·more
money than we are able to
provide," Mautz said. "It is a
matter of seeing that everyone
will have the same amount of
unfulfilled needs."
MAUTZ SAID he received
Mackey's written financial
request "last Wednesday or
Thursday." He noted the Board
of Regents <BORl has "only $18
or $19 million" for all state
universities capital outlay
budgets for next year.
"The only request is for
planning money," Mackey said.
"We try to stay on schedule this
way."
However, Mautz said the BOR's
"emphasis" has shifted to updating buildings at older state
universities: He said the priority
shift was necessary to "replace
and renovate" deteriorating
structures.
"WE HAVE had a program of
building buildings where we had
to build them," Mautz said. "By
doing this, we didn't take care of

renovations at older uni versities."
INCLUDED in the budget
request are funds for two new
classroom-faculty office
buildings, the interior of the new
library, renovation of the old
library and the fourth floor of the
Science Center. Repair .of roof
leaks on campus are also included in the request, ·as are
other projects.
Mautz said the BOR will have
some funds available but noted
some projects may need to be
delayed. Mautz also expressed
desire to receive "an early notice
to proceed" with construction of
phase two of USF's Medical
Center.
The Florida Cabinet last week
awarded the Medical Center
contract to the Frank J. Rooney
Co., second lowest bidders on the
project. This was done, accorcifog
to state officials, because the low
bid from Jones-Mahoney Co. was
late.
BUT JONES-MAHONEY Co.
last week filed suit and asked the
contract be granted to their
company. A hearing is scheduled
for Friday.
Mautz said no decision concerning funds appropriation has
been made. But he said he hopes
to announce the decision at the
October or November Council of
Presidents meeting.

"I predict now just one
thing -- we will continue to
attack and we will continue to hit them and we
will break their. bones."
--David Elazar

missile bat(eries and installations in strikes against Port
Said at the north end of the canal
in the first aerial raid against an
Egyptian city of the war.
Port Said is the key Egyptian
port where massive oil reserves
are stored.

Washington, reminded the Soviet
Union, the Arab's allies in the
Middle. East, that "detente
cannot survive irresponsibility."
Soviet Communist Party
Leader Leonid I. Brezhnev said
in Moscow, Israel was the
"aggressor." But he did not 11se
the strong language the USSR
had employed during the 1967
Six-Day war threatening to intervene.
"THE SYRIANS are openly in
retreat and our forces are racing
after them and destroying
them," said an Israeli military
reporter from the northern front
where a military source said 400
of 800 Syrian tanks had been
destroyed or crippled on the
Golan Heights.
"We
have
begun
the
destruction of the Egyptian army," Lt. Gen. David Elazar,
chief of staff of Israeli armed
forces, told a news conference in
Tel Aviv.
"Our troops are moving from
our territories against the other
side," Elazar said. "We continue
our counterattack, we shall
continue it tomoi:row and we
shall break and destroy completely all the attacking forces.
"I PREDICT now just one
thing - we will continue to attack
and we will continue to hit them
and we will break their bones,"
Elazar said.
A later announcement said
Israeli warplanes destroyed

Mackey Wants Committee
To Study School Goals
BY JIM BLAINE
Oracle Staff Writer
USF Pres. Cecil Mackey said Friday in his annual
fall address to the faculty that he will appoint a task
force to "examine the goals of. this University."
A faculty spokesman said the group is probably
being established because of a preliminary report
filed by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools (SACS l. The document, not officially
released, recommended USF leaders study the
University's purpose in respect to being an urban
umversity.
"THEY SAID the words metropolitan and urban
have special meaning and there is some confusion
as to what this means," the spokesman said. "No
one they talked to had a clear idea of the goals of the
University."
·
Mackey said the evaluation team from -SACSwas about to submit a "favorable" report on the
University.
The SACS team visited USF five months ago after
the University submitted its own 10-year evaluation
and self-study. The team's final report, which will
be a recommendation concerning accreditation, is
expected to be released this month.
ACCORDING to Richard Fender, USF assist·mt
budget officer, the University has to submit its
tentative budget more than a year in advance to the
Board of Regents <BORl.
Because of this time schedule and state funding
channels, USF was two months into this budget year

"The state's retirement program is
inadequate, outmoded, and unrealistic."
-Cecil Mackey
before the University had a final budget prepared
from the funding.
In his address, Mackey said he recognized the
problem and told faculty the BOR is investigating
budgetary procedures. He said latest figures for
this quarter put the USF student body at 19,000,
"Close to the budgeted enrollment."
AT THE SAME tiem, Mackey said a smaller
budget is expected for the 1974 summer quarter.
Vice President for Academic Affairs Carl Riggs has
been asked to do a "course by course examination"
of Qtr. 4 to determine the impact of the budget
cutback, he said.
Fringe benefits for the faculty are a high priority
item, Mackey told faculty members.
Mackey said Florida has ·been slow in providing
some of the benefits due faculty members. He
called for an upgrading in benefits, including life
insurance (containing: income J:>rotection, health
and family coverage), accident and retirement
benefits.
"THE STATE'S retirement program is
inadequate, outmoded, and unrealistic," Mackey
charged.
Continued on Page :i
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Ju sti ce De pa rtm en t Denies . Leaks
\\',\Slll:\GTO;...:
< l'Pl>-The
Justice Department denied that it
has engaged in "a campaign of
news leaks" in the kickback
allegations involving Vic e
President Spiro T. Agnew but
said it would allow its senior
officials to respond to Agnew's
subpoenas to answer questions .
In a 17-page memorandum
personally handed to U.S .
District Judge Walter E . Hoffman, the department said
Agnew's lawyers could not
support their charges that the
department had engaged in such
a campaign.
·
"Analysis of the papers submitted by counsel for the vice

president di scloses that their
motion is supported by neither
th e facts nor the law. They are
engaged in an attempt to confuse
the issues and to halt a legitimate
investiga tion by the common
defense tactic by trying the
prosecutor," the memorandum
sa id.

Not Guilty
<UPI >-Two
gangling long-haired teencagers,
one carrying a Bible and a pack
of cigarettes,
yesterday
unemotionally pleaded innocent
to charges they participated in
the homosexual slayings of 27
young boys.
HOUSTON

briefs
W·or I d""ws
Elmer Wayne Henley, 17, and
David Owen Brooks, 18,
remained silent throughout
separate arraignment sessions
until District Judge William
Hatten asked for their pleas to
murder charges.
" Not guilty,'; they said tersely.

Subpoe nas Void
WASlllNGTO N

Reporters

<UPI>-The
Committee
for

Sw am p Dev elo pm ent Sul t
Bro ugh t By She vln
BARTOW <UPll - A suit
seeking to halt as a "public
nuisance" private development
in west central Florida 's vast
Green Swamp area was filed in
circuit court yesterday .
Attorney General Robert
Shevin, saying he represents the
public interest, alleged in the suit
that four corpora lions are
"dredging , filling, draining ,
subdividing and selling portions
of the swamp to the detriment of
the public interest."
Attached to the suit is a report
from geologist Garald G. Parker,
chief hydrologist of the Southwest
Water
Management District,
saying that draining of the
swamp
will
substantiall y
decrease the amount of water
available from the aquifer, will
more up the 1985 date of the end
of water source sufficiency and
"most probably cause water
shortages in the near future ."

Tight Water Supply
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) - The
water supply is going to be tight
in the Florida Keys next spring,
members of the Florida Keys
Aqueduct
Authority
told
representativ es of Gov. Reuben
Askew yesterday during a
discussion of an increase in rates
to users .
The increases included a hike
from $2.40 per month per 1,000
gallons of water used to $3, and a
rpise in the minimum from $3.25
to $6.

Board Reorgan izes
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) - The
Florida·· Construction Industry
Licensing Board reorganized
itself yesterday and prepared to
get rid of bootleg contractors'
licenses, bogus home repair
operators, and the ·controversy
surrounding the board's testing
practices.
.
An aide to Gov. Reubin Askew
said it was a "new day" for the
board, holding its first meeting
under a law passed by the 1973
legislature after the board stirred

Turida

news
briefs

a controversy by flunking all test
applicants for contractors
licenses in March.

'Deep Throat'
JACKSONVILLE <UPil - A
Circuit Court judge issued a
temporary restraining order
against the x-rated movie "Deep
Throat" yesterday just a little
more than two weeks after a jury
in another court found the movie
to be not obscene.
Judge John · McNatt's order
prohibited further showing of the
film at the Pinecrest Drive-In
Theater.
On Sept. 21, a Circuit Court jury
decided the film was not obscene
and that theater owner James
Hansell Thomas could not be
convicted of distributing obscene
materials.

Road Problem
TALLAHASSEE (UPI) - The
gasoline shortage so far has not
seriously slowed down road

tJOW OPEN

BOBBY'S
SMOKE HOUSE
SMOKED DINNERS
TURKEY, HAM,.
CHICKEN, MULLET

FREE DRAFT BEER
WITH
ANY DINNER OR SAN.

6902 N. iWth ST.
3 miles South
of
Busch Garden
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construction in Florida but a
problem could develop this
winter , State Highway Engineer
P . J . White said yesterday.
'Tm hoping for a warm winter ," White said , pointing out that
home heating · will get top
priority for available fuel and
could cut into the supplies needed
to operate
(!1e heavy roadbuilding machinery .
The problem, he said, is that
the refineries have switched over
with cold weather in the north to
producing more fuel for heating,
cutting back on gasoline and
other petroleum products, including asphalt.

Freedom of th e Press s.a id
yesterday that subpoenas issued
to reporters by Vice President
Spiro T. Agnew 's lawyers were
"clearly void on their face" and
an example of unconstitutional
harassment.
Agnew's attorneys have subpoenaed reporters from eight
major news organizations to give
depositions based on their
argument
that
federal
prosecutors should drop an investigation of the vice president
because "news leaks" have hurt
his defense .

Hearing s Resume
WASHINGTO N
<UPI>-The
Senate Watergate committee,
preparing for a two-week recess,
resum es public hearings today by
summoning two alleged spies for
President Nixon's campaign
organization known as " Fat
Jack" and "Sedan Chair II."

The committee planned to hold
hearings through Thursday and
then recess for two weeks along
with the Senate. A spokesman
said the members hoped soon to
conclude their inquiry into 1972
campaign "dirty tricks" and
quickly turn their attention to
campaign financing .

Oil Shutdow n
WASHINGTO N
<UPl)-The
Mideast war is likely to lead to
Arab attempts to shut down oil
shipments to Europe, deepening
an already serious heating oil
crisis in the United States this
winter, Sen. Henry M. Jackson,
D-Wash. , said yesterday.
___
" The reason I say that," he
said, "is that I expect Israel will
completely frustrate the military
moves by Syria and Egypt. Out of
this will come a countermove to
punish the United States.

CAMPUS CYCLERY

BICYCLE CLINIC-BRING YOUR SICK BIKE TO US.
BICYCLE
SALES
AND
REPAIRS

5224 FOWLER
988-9316
Y2Mile East
From USF
entrance

HOURS: 10-6, 10-5 SAT.
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Library Utilizes
Open Office Plan

New Library Makes Daily Progress

Oracle photo

..• Toward the January, '75, completion date.

Administration Misplaces
Proposed Cheating. Policy'
somebody hadn't kept accurate
track of it," Mackey said
yesterday. "I think this also
shows it would be a mistake for
you to try to track it from office to
office."
MACKEY SAID the policy had
been studied by Robinson but· he
had "forgotten he reviewed it."
Mackey said he sent the policy,
with Robinson's comments, to
Riggs.
Doris Telkin, Riggs' secretary,
said Riggs referred the plan to
Faculty Senate yesterday. But
senate chairman Dr. Jesse
Binford said last night he had not
received it or been consulted in
the policy formation.
"I haven't ever seen such a
thing," Binford said. "But, I
haven't checked my mailbox this
afternoon, so it could be there
waiting for me."
If the plar receives senate
approval, it must return to
Mackey, via Riggs, for approval.

BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Assistant News Editor

The academic dishonesty
policy, originally proposed ·and
approved by the USF Council of
Deans in June, has been referred
to Faculty Senate after a series of
reviews, administrative
spokesmen said yesterday.
The policy would allow a
student accused of cheating to
. have his case reviewed by a
group of faculty and students.
The final decision would rest with
the dean involved.

Carl Riggs
about the legality of some of the
technical parts of it. ..
However, last week Joe Busta,
executive assistant to Mackey,
said Robinson told him he never
saw the proposed poljcy. Busta
said · the plan was "on Dr.
Mackey's desk."
"I think the problem was that

DR. CARL RIGGS, vice
president for Academic Affairs,
said last July he had approved
the plan and sent it to Pres. Cecil
Mackey.for approval. But later in
the summer, Riggs said Mackey
had referred it to University
General Counsel Larry Robinson .
because "he was concerned

School Goals------Continued from Page

I

Mackey told faculty members he had spoken with
the Board of Regents (BOR) about faculty fringe
benefits. The BOR has fringe benefits as a priority
program this year, said Mackey.
Capital projects discussed by Mackey included
expansion of the St. Petersburg campus and
addition of a performing arts center at USF.
MACKEY reported he is hoping for donations of
land "in the range of 100 acres" to expand the St.
Petersburg operation in Pinellas County. He had
talked with Pinellas County commissioners and the
St. Petersburg City Council about the expansion, he
said.,
,
"We've not tried to indicate a specific site,"

Mackey said. He reported he preferred a midcounty location "where the access is good."
Mackey indicated a site in downtown St. Petersburg is not expected. Mackey would make no
commitments as to possible expansion into the
Albert Whitted airport.
ANSWERING a question from a faculty member,
Mackey said he proposes using student activity and
service fees toward the possible construction of a
"high priority" performing arts center.
Mackey said he had talked to both State
University System Chancellor Robert Mautz and SG
Pres. Bill Davis on the possible project. Both the
BOR and state legislature have recently said "no"
to such ·projects, he said.

The current library will
become a "newer type" of office
building in about a year and a
half when the new library is
finished, Director of Physical
Planning Clyde Hill said
yesterday.
"We will have as few walls as
possible. There will be no parjust
freestanding
titions
dividers," Hill said. "This idea is
used in industry. but it is a newer
concept for a university."
THE RENOVATED library
will hold the Registrars, Admissions, Personnel, Graduate
Studies, · University Studies,
Financial Aids, Placement,
Human
Development and
Computer Research offices.
Money is· the · main reason for
the open office ·design, he said.
"WE WANT to get as much for
our renovation dollar as we can,"
he said.
·

~

,,..

'J'

USF was given $420,000 from
the Board of Regents to cover
construction costs, Hill said.
Director of Personnel John
Weicherding said he would prefer
a conventional office design.
" I WOULD prefer walls, I like
the quiet and security but since I
had to choose between going over
there and staying here with what
we have now, I chose to move,"
Weicherding said,
George Goldsmith, director of
Financial Aids, said his main
concern was for the privacy of
students discussing finances.
"I have a requirement for a
high degree of privacy for
student discussions," Goldsmith
said. "It is a question of more
specific plans, but I certainly do
iptend to ask,for a place where a
student can talk and not be
overheard."

.
I

PigskinI1st

Baer 1& Drinks 11.00
0

While away the hours watching
America's favorite pastime at
Steak & Brew. Our Color TV flicks
on at 9:00 this iy1onday for the Monday
night Football speciai. And every
Monday thereafter.
And with our twenty five cent beer and
free popcorn you'll feel as if you're
actually in the stadium.

· Touch down for the kick-off at

OLEABWATBB
1608 GULF-TO-BAY BLVD. (813) 443-0470
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1430 E. 7th AVE. (813) 248.;6256

Pot Dealers' Donation
Diverted To Gator Fund I·------------~-------------------·
TIRED OF THE BULL?
GAINESVILLE
<UPI)-The
"Gainesville Marijuana Dealers
Association" struck again
yesterday, and this time the U.S.
Government may get involved.
The phantom association
achieved notoriety recently when
it donated $10,000 in small bills
during a celebrity marathon for
cerebral palsy. Nobody was able
to confirm the existence of the
association, but the money was
accepted.
At a busy traffic intersection
here yesterday, two bearded
young men drove up to the car of
Dr. David Chalmers, president of

the Gainesville chapter of the
American Civil Liberties Union,
and handed him a $100 bill.
"We're from the Gainesville
Marijuana Dealers Association
and this is a donation to the
ACLU," they said, and drove off.
Dr. Chalmers said he would
give the money instead to the
University of Florida "Gator"
Loan Scholarship Fund.
Under the terms of the Fund,
the federal government must
provide nine times the amount of
any contribution. Thus, the
United St"t~s would pay $900 to
match the $100 gift.

I
I
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Student Government is conducting an opinion poll to find
a new (mascot) for USF's athletic teams. If you have a
suggestion, please fill out this form. Completed forms
can be dropped in the Oracle suggestion boxes in the UC
and in the Library, or returned to UC 156

I

I
I

PAID FOR BY STUDENT GOVERNMENT
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ive o t r
By Volunteering
Want to help collect and
compile pollution evidence?
How about helping young
children in poverty areas?
Have some time to be and
"Old Friend" to someone in a
convalescent or nursing home?
VOLUNTEER is not a dirty
word. Those who give a few
hours a week make many
people happier and enrich
many lives.
University life doesn't have
to be just going to class and
writing term papers. Part of a
college education is experience,
and various organizations on
campus have programs which
can
provide
as
much
enlightenment as any student
could want.
University Volunteer Service
(UVS), Rap Cadre, Intensive
Tutorial (IT) and many service
clubs and organizations have
projects which aid and improve
the community. These groups
always need volunteers.
UVS VOLUNTEERS work in
area juvenile and nursing
homes, halfway houses and
hospitals. Students give time at
the MacDonald Training Center
working with the emotionally
and physically handicapped.

"I have the objective in sight. .... "

Project Aware provides a
one-to-one relationship with the
children of welfare parents;
and through the Probation and
Parole Project, volunteers
spend time with parolees as a
confidant, someone a person
can relate to.
IT volunteers work on personal level as tutors in the
Hillsborough County School
System and at community preschool centers.
THE RAP Cadre offers help
and counseling to USF
students. This program always
needs people who want to give a
hand or lend an ear.
Pay is not one of the benefits,
but some professors give credit
for volunteer work. Selfsatisfaction is the main return.
STUDENTS WHO want to get
involved and receive an
education of a different kind
will find plenty of projects to
choose from. More information
about the various service.
groups and projects is available
from Student Organizations,
ext. 2615.
Help these groups help
others. Volunteer to be
someone who cares-a friend, a
tutor, a confidant.

Student Questions DeFoor's Candidacy
Editor:
I think that Mr. DeFoor's statement
that " ... maybe we can get one of our
young people and shake city hall up ...
if not we'll just get another old person,"
shows blatent lack of responsibility in
pursuit of a responsible position in local
government.
Firstly, it is unfortunate that one can
interpret his comment as an implication that young voters would vote
for a particular candidate merely
because of his age and not his merits.
SECONDLY, JUST just because Mr.
Stack.resigned on a technicality, it is no
reflection on his job capabilities as Mr.
DeFoor implies. I don't question Mr.
Stark's capabilities simply because
he's older than I am. There is no reason
to is there?
If Mr. De Foor is seeking a responsible position, why does his past records

This public document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$148,6!16.45 or 9c per copy, to
disseminate news to the students,
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. <Fifty-nine per
cent of the per issue cost is offset
by advertising revenue.)

show refusals to serve, if elected, to
Student Government at St. Petersburg
Junior College in Clearwater? .Why did
he run for SGA president-just to
establish Student Government? Mr.
DeFoor was also, at one time, appointed SGA treasurer at SPJC but
resigned, and made a departing
comment " . . . it'll look good on my
school records."
Actually, Mr. DeFoor couldn't have
refused to serve even if he did get
elected (he placed last of five candidates). It was unconstitutional. He
also knew that he was going to graduate
before the new semester began.
DUE TO THE fact that all this
happened while I was President of the
Senate at SPJC Clearwater, and seeing
as how I plan to run for a high position
in SG at USF, Mr. DeFoor's decision to
run for city clerk can only be considered as a personal slap in the face
and an insult to the intellegence of area
voters.
The purpose in writing this article is
to call for another candidate to announce. Maybe if two more candidates
would announce, then the voter would
have a choice after deciding against
irresponsibility.
Charles Bautista

Tasty Classical

(letters)

Editor:
Recently, there have been some lowpitch murmurs bemoaning the virtual
cave in on the Underground Rail Road
as it suffocates under the weight of
classical music. In response, I should
mention that there are still numerous
WUSF listeners who are not displeased
with its merits and minstrel talents.

needs no words to have its foeling felt.
Each art form has many musics and
the performing of their tunes are
equally intense. The instruments are
just as delicate and well cared for.
Now, in actual support, how many of
these listeners who thrive on these
opposing styles actually contribute
large sums to sustain their melodies?
Then again, how many scores of
volumes have the musicians themselves written? Note, which of these
two arts has more foundations,
academies or even choral societies, to
study the ephemeral perfection of their
harmonies? Compare once more the
actual performances of both intruiging
entertainments. Try to picture the
surrounding music hall, the dress and
behavior of musicians or audience.

Consider, for example, how minor yet
well developed rock & roll has been.
Since its arrangement in the late 1950s
with Elvis, rock or pop has crescendoed
to quite an electrical art form. The
melodies well typify the shocking
changes that have sounded those 15 odd
years. The lyrics have grown poetic and
the numerous arrangements of
variations can ring the ear.
On the other hand, classical music
has scored well since the 17th century,
if not earlier. Unfortunately at first, it
was only enjoyed by court royalties or
social elites. Classical music can also
voice several child prodigies who
before their teens had composed
elaborate symphonies in full orchestration. Though rock has wrung the
world with well known lyrics, classical

Lastly, look at the names themselves,
progressive rock & roll; classical
music. The comparison is well worth
noting, the tastes speak for themselves.
Mario Fernandez
4ENG
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AAUP Seeks Talks
With Administration
BY MIKE ARCHER

will examine AAUP survey
statistics to determine it's
validity and possible solutions to
"some of the negative implications.''
"The administration has never
fully responded to us," Moore
said. "We look at this as a
positive attempt to open up
communications
with
the
Mackey Administration."

Oracle Staff Writer

The USF chapter of the
American
Association
of
University Professors (AAUP)
will invite top USF admi.nistrators to its first meeting
in early November to discuss
facultycadministrative problems,
AAUP Pres. Jack Moore said
yesterday.
Moore said the meeting would
be open to all faculty members
and would provide a "positive"
discussion forum of last year's
AAUP evaluation of the USF
Administration.
FIFTY-SEVEN per cent of
faculty responding in the survey
expressed a lack of confidence in
Pres. Cecil Mackey, and 55 per
cent said they lack confidence in
Vice Pres. for Academic Affairs
Carl Riggs:
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Mackey said last night he
would remain silent on the survey
results but he hopes to improve
relations with USF faculty
members.
"Any relationship can always
stand improvement," Mackey
said. "I would like to have the
best possible relations with
faculty members."
MACKEY SAID he had read
the AAUP survey, and that he
thinks it would be in his best
interest not to discuss the results.
"It seems to me Mackey would
be anxious to talk about his
relationship
with
faculty
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The Senate-House Legislative
Auditing Committee will hold a
public hearing in room 250A of
the Hillsborough County Court
House at 9 this morning.
The legislators will probe
alleged bid collusion and conflict
·of interest relating to a USF
.audio-visual project.

UP Charges
Dozer With
Misconduct
University Police charged 21year-old Alan L. Parker of
Maderia Beach with disorderly
conduct early Sunday morning
when they found him asleep in a
car parked behind the Andros
complex .
UP Lt. Charles Wilson said
Parker told UP officers he was
visiting USF, and got sleepy
while hitch-hiking home.
Wilson said Parker told officers
that a student identified as
"Hick" gave him permission to
sleep in the car overnight. UP are
still looking for the owner of the
car. a 1962 white Mercury Comet.
Parker was rele;Jsed from the
city jail yesterday on $;)00 hond.

TAPE

TOWN

:~-. . . STEREO

BARBER SAID he "looked
forward to improvements"
iri
faculty-administrative
relations, but
many faculty
Jack Moore
members
still
feel
an attitude of
members." AAUP official Dr:
"dfsrespect"
from
USF adSotirios Barber said. "But the
ministrators.
president has never officially
''A large part of the
recognized the existence of the .
dissatisfaction with Mackey
AAUP evaluation."
·
results from the feeling among
Barber said Mackey should
attend the November meeting to . toe faculty . that the president
doesn't respect them as much· as
discuss what he called a "lack of
he should," Barber said.
meaningful involvement" of
"The indications are that the
faculty · in
administrative ·.
pre·s ident has a great deal to gain
decisions.
by talking to faculty groups about
"IF THE administration is as
his decisions," Barber said. "I
eager as it should be to improve
think the faculty could be a great
faculty relations, I can't think of
source
of support if given the
a better first step," Barber said. ·
chance."
Moore said the AAUP meeting

DEVELOP "YOUR THING"
Film and Darkroom Supplies
Complete Processing Service
Student Discount

~ottlt,~a,

HDIPw~.~ . . PH
935-9339

VILLAGE PRESCRIPTION CENTER
.. the alternative pharmacy
no lines
.
110 hassle
personal service
and a student discount on Rx's
Terrace Village Shopping Center
10938-B N.56 St.

CAR SALES
11650 N. Nebraska
(corner Fowler)
971-0990

1973 MODELS
fully equipped

CO UGAR..•$3,575
CAPRl •..•$2,895
CHEVY VEGA...$2,387
MONTEGO
MX CPE.•.$3,113
Bank Financing'

Open !1:00 am to 9:00 pm

Sun. I :00

. :00

It pays to advertise
in the Oracle
ext. 2620
Lan 4 72
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FILM CLASSICS
ONLY TAMPA SHOWING
WEDNESDAY OCT. IO
7: 30 & 9: 30 pm LAN 103 $1.00
Note: Film Classics Series Tickets Sales
End Tomorrow. 9 Films $6.00 Theatre Box
Office Hours 1: 15 - 4: 30 p.m.
Florida Center For The Arts

988-3896
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Robert Gelinas Departs From Tradition
BY PEGGY SCHROEDEH
Oracle Staff Writer
The second art department
faculty one-man show "Robert
Gelinas:Recent Work," on
exhibit in the Theatre Gallery
through Nov. 2, offers an unusual
combination of techniques.
The show is best described in
the artist's own words from a
written statement posted near
the exhibit. "The works in this
show comprise a body of work
done since early 1973, which
moves through an investigation
of spray can and marking pen
techniques to acrylic paint-all
on unprimed canvas."
GELINAS, associate professor
of Visual Arts, has been teaching
since 1955 and on staff here since
1963. This is his 17th one-man
show since 1958 and he has
participated in over 16 major
exhibits throughout the country
from Seattle to New York
through the Midwest and in the
South.
"In the earlier work with spray
can paint and marking pens." the
statement continues, "I was
particularly intrigued with the
surface of raw canvas and how
these materials reacted to it."
"Earth Dawning," a wall
hanging of spray paint on canvas
is an example of this experimentation. In blending the
colors of sunset on raw canvas,
the earthy motif is heightened.
THREE VARIATIONS of a
theme, ",Prismatic No. 1,"
"Prismatic No. 2,"
and
"Prismatic No. 3,'' are examples
of marking pen on paper. The use
of linear and geometric design is
hightened by the use of vivid
blues and greens.
Four other items .were done in
spray paint on canvas. The
human figure was the main
concern, inviting the viewer to
expand his vision of body, and
respond to the total effect of mind
and spirit.
"In subject matter," comments Gelinas, "I was still in1

Le Boucher'
Scheduled

,.

art
terested in developing further
some ideas about the figure,
some of them rather personal."
This can be seen in his spray
painting "Mia and ·Me," as well
as "Self Portrait with Dream,"
"Self Portrait with Beard,'' and
"Mia" done in marking pen and
acrylic wash on canvas.
"THE MAHKING pen paintings," the commentary con. tinues, "were an effort to move
the imagery of the earlier
marking pen drawings on paper
to larger sizes on canvas." This
transition is most readily seen in
comparing the delicate strokes in
"April 1, 1973," blue on white
marking pen on paper, and
"Mia" u:.ing the same delicate
strokes but incorporating blues,
greens and reds. The acrylic
wash adds a new dimension to the
work and the natural canvas
provides
an
interesting
background.
"All of this led me away from
the figure entirely ('Transitional
Bag'l," he also stated, "and
toward an investigation of the
qualities of the materials
themselves as subject matter."
"Traditional Bag" is a bigger
than wall size, two piece item
whose focal
point is a
pillowshaped 'traditional bag'
stuffed and ready for punching
(only if you're the owner and it's
hanging on your wall. This piece
uses pen.and acrylic to .convey
the traditional rectangular shape
with a central point of interest,
yet it succes'sfully conveys a need
for departure from this routine.
GELINAS HAS departed from
routine in his latest samples in
the show. "The 'Old Strokes,
(New Bag)' paintings are

UGIG[]
·J,':THEATRE
- \.

Wednesday
Jean Yanne and . Stephanie
Audran will star in Claude
Chabrol 's psychological suspense
thriller, "Le Boucher," Wednesday at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. in
LAN 103.
A series of bizarre murders
begin to plague the countryside
when a butcher, portrayed by
Jean Yanne. returns home after a·
decade in the army and begins
carrying on a flirtatious affair
with a school mistress , portrayed
by Stephanie Audran.
Admission to the Film Classics
movie. which has been described
as "one of the best suspense
films." is $1.

'

Oracle Photo by Robin Clark

A work on display
in Robert Gelinas' one-man show in the Theatre Gallery.
blowups of abstract expressionist
brush strokes of paint done
thumbnail size and enlarged (on
canvas) to the extent that they
break through the barriers of the
traditional rectangle and become
shaped canvases, sometimes
larger than the viewer himself."
The statement concludes,
"This way of expressing the
dynamic energy and force of
change seems for the moment to
satisfy me more than using the
figure its elf."

The Following Seats are open in the S.G.
Senate:
Business District 1
Education District 3
Education District 4
Engineering District 1
Social Science District 2
(one seat in each)
application deadline October 12
applications available in the S.G. office UC 156

BURGER

KING

NEBRASKA AT FOWLER
971-0007

TEENAGE
BRIDE
Plus

BELOW THE BELT
Both Color, X
Midnight Shows
Fri. & Sat. Cont.
Shows from 11:45

WELCOME BACK!
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The Beatles
will star in their first and
only animated feature
length film, "Yellow
Submarine," complete
·with a score of hit songs,
today at 8: 30 and 10: 30
p.m. in LAN IOS, opening
the Student Entertainment
and Activities Council's
Tuesday Night Special
film series. Admission ls
75 cents.

i

. .i

Faculty Reading Hour
Offers Interpretations
(preview]

Interpretations of three famed
authors' works will highlight the
first Speech Communications
Department's Literature Hour
for Qtr. 1.
The program, planned to kick
off the . fall program of free
productions, is a second Faculty
Reading
Hour,
scheduled
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in LAN 103.

DR. R. J. Schneider, associate
Speech Comm uni cations
professor, said last year's first
faculty reading hour was so well

TU highlitts
TODAY

8 p.m., Ch. 3 - Black Composers - a special of four profiles
of black composers in America,
featuring Stephen Chambers,
Ulysses Kay, William Grant Still
and George Walker.
8:30 p.ni., Ch. 10-Movie-Bill
Bixby, .Doug McClure, Leonard
Frey, McLean Stevenson, Robert
Walden and· Rene Auberjonois
star in "Shirts-Skins," about a
friendly game of basketball
ending in a heated dispute.
9 p.m., Ch. 44 - Movie - Gary
Cooper and Rita Hayworth in
"They Came to Cordura."
9:30 p.m., Ch. 3 - Roberta
Flack - a special with Roberta
Flack singing her most popular
songs.
9:30 p.m., Ch. 13 - Shaft - the
debut of the detective series
starring Richard Roundtree.
WEDNESDAY

(If necessary,

Ch. 8 will
telecast the baseball playoffs
beginning at 2 p.m.)
1 p.m., Ch. 44 - Movie Edward G: Robinson and Gail
Russell in "The Night Has a
Thousand Eyes."
4 p.m., Ch. 16 - American
Ballet Theatre - a special
featuring the repertoire of the
American Ballet Theatre.
8 p.m., Ch. 3 -- Essene Cinematographer Frederick
Wiseman filmed life inside an
Anglican moi1astery.
8:30 p.m., Ch. 10 - Movie Mysterious demon creatures are
the forces in "Don't Be Afraid of
the Dark," starring Kim Darby
and .Jim Hutton.

received the department decided
to host another one.
. Selections include Schneider
interpreting "Bishops: Real and
Imaginary;" Dr. ,P. Judson
Newcombe, associate Speech
Communications
professor,
interpreting Saki's "The Lu.mber
Room;" and Bernard Downs;
assistant
Speech
Comm uni cations professor, interpreting an excerpt from
James Joyce's "The Portrait of
the Artist as a Young Man."

Tryouts Set

11:30 p.m., Ch. 44 - Movie the Three · Stooges in "Have
Rocket, Will Travel."

Tryouts for the second
literature hour of the fall quarter,
"Silence and Shadow," will be
held today from 4 to 6 p.m. in
LAN 478.
The Speech Communication
Dep;lrtment, under the direction
of George Randolph, will present
the production which is a
collecton of works by Edgar Allen
Poe. ("Silence and Shadow" will
be presented Oct. 31 and Nov. 7 at
2 p.m. in: LAN 103.)
For more information about
tryouts contact George Randolph
in LAN 425.

THURSDAY

Actor Needed

1 p.m., Ch. 44 - Movie
Charles Bickford and Richard
Cromwell in "This Day And
Age," about high school students
defying the law during the
Depression.

A major part has not been filled
for the November production of
Ken Kesey's "One Flew Over the
Cuckoo's Nest," an allegory on
modern conformity, to be performed by the Speech Communications Department. Interested persons should contact
Bernard Downs, assistant Speech
Communications professor, who
is adapting and directing the
production, in LAN 427.

9:30 p.m., Ch. 3 - Women "Will the Equal Rights Amendment be passed?"
11:30 p.m ., Ch. 13 - Movie~
Telly Savalas and Joe Don Baker
in "Mongo's Back in Town," the
story of professional gunmen and
gangland bosses.

8 p.m., Ch. 3 - Advocates "Should the President release th~
White House tapes, including
those pertaining to Watergate?"
9 p.m., Ch. 3 - Folk 1970 - a
retrospective look at folk music.
9 p.m., Ch. 13- Jackie Gleason
- "And Awaaay We Go,"
Gleason's first comedy special in
three years.
10 p.m., Ch. 13 - CBS Reports
- a special on autism, a baffling
emotional disorder that affects
some
80,000
American
youngsters.
11:30 p.m., Ch . 13 - Movie -Rod Steiger stars in
Ray
Bradbury's science fiction
thriller, "The Illustrated Man."
11: 30 p.111., Ch. 10 -- "Spell of
Evil" - a drama of the occult
and sorcery.
11 ::~o p.m., Ch. 44 - Movie Lucille Ball in "The Fuller Brush

Girl."
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THE CENTURY
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r0R FtlN FOOV
AN'D ' mENP.S

Simple,
straight-forward,
classic-out of step
with today's
throwaway culture.
Refillable cartridge,
ballpoint or fiber tip
marker in basic tan
or navy blue.
Sl.98: not bad for a pen
you may use the
rest of your life.

$198

1601 SNOW AVE., OLr HYPE rAKIC·TAMl'A

PHONE 25S·0861
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BRIDGE and CHESS
CLASSES
BEGINNERS
CHESS Tues. Oct. 9, 7-9 p.m. CTR 200
BRIDGE Tues. Oct. 9, 1-2 p.m. CTR 251
Open to USF students, faculty and staff.
Sign-up at the UC desk Sept. 28 thru Oct. 9.
Sponsored by SEAC
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Brahman Boaters Sweep West
BY DAVE MOORMANN
Oracle Sports Editor
Saving its most impressive
game for a touted Air Force
squad, USF's soccer team ended
its three-game Colorado trip with
a 5-2 triumph , Saturday .
"That's the best I've ever seen
thein," explained coach Dan
Holcomb yesterday. "It was

mostly attack ."
THE 4-0 Brahmans suffered a
major casualty in the game 's
first half as senior goalie Tom
Steinbrecher suffered a cracked
rib and punctured lung while
attempting to deflect a Falcon
corner kick .
"I just got a call today
<yesterday) and he's still spitting

up blood ," said Holcomb . " We
plan to keep him out there (Air
Force Academy J a few more
days for observation."
replacement ,
Steinbrecher 's
St . Loui s freshman Dave
Dolphus, turned in an excellent
second half performance as USF
came back from a 1-0 deficit to
score five straight goals.
MIKE TATRIQUIN gave Air
Force its short-lived lead at 8: 12
of the opening period, but .Larry
Byrne scoring the first of two
goals, and Mike Knott handed
USF a 2-1 halftime advantage .
Seniors Tom Ratz and George
Unanue and Byrne figured in the
Brahman's second half scoring
as Tatriquin added the Falcon 's
final goal to bring the score to 5-2.
"That's got to give the players
a lot of confidence, " Holcomb
said of the three western victories. He hinted that USF,
though it still must face NCAA
champs St. Louis and a strong
Clemson squad, may go unbeaten.
IN ITS FOUR WINS, USF has
outscored its opponents, 15-3. The
two points scored by Air Force,
ranked 19th in the nation before

JU Ruins Debut
Of Rugby Club

.o racle photo by Bill Phillips

All-American hitter, Mike Campbell,
••• tries hand at pitching in yesterday's grad game.

.. "That's the best I've ever seen them. It was mostly
attack ... That's got to give the players a lot of confidence."
-Dan Holcomb
its defeat , is the largest amount
surrendered in one contest by
USF .
During its 15 games of the 197273 season , the Brahmans ammassed just 43 goals in finishing
9-4-2 and reaching the second
round in the college division
playoffs.
Mike Knott, one of five St.
Louis freshman on the squad, and
Byrne lead the Brahmans potent
offense with fpur goals apiece .
AS A FRESHMAN sensation
last season, Byrne was second on
the club in scoring with seven
goals and four assists .
Fourth -rated in Division I
South prior to the Colorado tour ,
USF travels to St. Leo today to
play the Monarchs in a 3:30 p.m .
contest.
The toughest battle for the
Brahmans won't be their opposition, but rather the tendency
to let down following the pressure
series out west.
the Brahmans
SATURDAY

Jacksonville University spoiled
USF's 1973-74 rugby debut
Saturday , defeating the Brahmans , 15-13.
players
Three Brahman
figured in the scoring . Peter
Gibson and Jeep Barrett scored
trys <four points) · and Tom
O'Donnell added a penalty kick
(three points) and conversion
(two points ).
USF has its home opener this
Saturday against Florida State
University . The contest is slated
to follow the Brahman soccer
contest on the soccer field .

Brahman Nine Tie Graduates
Following Series With SPJC
Rick Stinholm salvaged a 3-3
tie for USF's baseball team
yesterday, as he cracked a
seventh inning three-run homer
against a team comprised of exUSF baseball players.
Included on the grad team was
Don Ellison, 1973 Male Athlete of
the Year. and Ray Reteneller,
USF's top pitcher of three years
ago. Doing the hurling yesterday
was Mike Campbell, the Brahmans leading hitter last season at
.
.439.
its fall
IN OPENING
exhibition over the weekend,
USF's current squad played .500
ball in its three-game series with
St. Petersburg Junior College.
Frid~y, the two teams tied .3-3
after nine innings and Saturday
they split a doubleheader, USF
taking the first, 6-3, and the
Trojans prevailing in the second
game, 1-0.

"We're just not hitting the ball
well yet," explained coach Beefy
Wright. "We haven't had but two
days batting practice since we've
been out and it's so early in the ·
year ."
THE BRAHMANS displayed
some offensive attack in
Saturday's opener as Tony
Ciccarello drove in three runs
and Tommy Guess contributed a
bases loaded double.
" That's the kind of hitting
we 're looking for ," Wright said.
" We got some clutch hits in that
game ."
"We don't have a lot of our RBI
power generated yet," he said.
"But all of our pl.a yers are not
here including Bill Eerkes" whc
is nursing a sore knee.
WRIGHT WAS pleased with
USF 's pitching in the three
contests , and except for some

ATTENTION STUDENTS
New Owner:

TATRAMEATS
PHONE 971-3666
Carrying a Full Line of Homemade Fresh
Smoked Sausage of the Highest Quality
U.S. Choice Western Beef Steak & Roast.
·
Meat cut for your Freezer
"We guarantee Our Meat is the most tender arounci
At the lowest prices in Town"
10 per cent -20 per cent Discount
12307 N. Nebraska one block north of Fowler

defensive lapses in Friday 's tie,
he said the Brahmans played
·
errorless ball. .
Tomorrow USF continues its
exhibition schedule against
Hillsborough Community College
<HCCl in a 3 p.m. home affair.
Tampa is here Friday and HCC
and USF square off for a pair at
Redsland Saturday.

In th e beginnin g there was
Isaac Hecker.
He found ed th e order in
'1858 and his aim was to create
an ord e r of pri ests who would
be able to meet the needs of
the North American people as
they arose in each era, each
age . Modern priests who
would be modern men .
Part of the success of this
order, he believed, would lie in
the fact that each man would
be himself, contri~uting his
own individual talents in his
own way for the total good.
"The individuality of man," he
said, "cannot be too great
when he is guided by the
spirit of God ."
And that is just what the
Pau lists are-individualists.
We're proud of our men and
of each and every individual

play the Dolphins of Jacksonville
University at 2 p.m. in USF 's
home opener . Two other home
contests are scheduled for 197374, NCAA champs St. Louis , later
this month, and Tampa .

Byrnes, Fellows
Capture Honors
In Bowling Club
Laurel Byrnes and Karen
Fellows tied for women's high
game in USF's bowling league
last week, rolling 173. Byrnes
topped series competition with
472.
Barry Greenstein's 211 was
good enough to give him best
men's game as Roger Friedland
bowled 543 for high series.
Persons interested in bowling
in the league should be at Florida
Lanes today at 6:30 p.m.
contribution-great and small.
Whether the Paulist keeps
boys off city streets by restoring and re-pl anting a city park
or wins awards for a rem a rk able TV series-he is respondin g
to the need s as he see s th e m.
Wh e rever he serves-in a
parish or an inner city schoo l
. . . a youth center or on
campus . .. a welfare shelter
or in a prison . . . joining a
senior citizens group or in
radio, television or publishing,
the Pauli5t is making his own
contribution, and keeping alive
Father Hecker's dream.
After all , there is a lot to
live up to and an order is only
as good as its men.

For more information send
for THE PAULIST PAPERS-an

exciting new vocation kit of
articles, posters and
recordings.
Write to:
Father Donald C. Campbell,
Room 101

Paulist
Fathers
415 WestS9thSt. NewYork. N.Y.10019

IF THE U.S. F. TEXT:OOOK CENTER DOES NOT HA VE YOUR '!EXT IN
STOCK (AS USUAL) COME TO THE CROSS-LODE :OOOKSHOP.
WE CA.N HA VE YOUR '!EXT IN 3 TO 4 WEEKS AND MANY TD1ES
MUCH .SOONER

10% DISCOUNT ON 'IEXTBOOKS
4~

DISCOUNT ALL THE T1ME ON ALL THE :OOOKS

CROSS-LODE · :OOOKSHOP
2702 E.BUSCH BLVD.
932-4030

ACROSS FROM TEE
RED LOBSTER

3500
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Puleo And Levica
Capture Rallyes
Driver Rick Puleo and navigator Danny Caton defeated 24 other
entrants Saturday in winning the USF's Sports Car Club's (USFSCC)
"No-Name Rallye."
Perfect weather con~tions prevailed during the rallye which
covered 79.83 miles of country roads in the northwest section of
Hillsborough County, and in Tarpon Springs.
RUNNERS.UP to Puleo, former USFSCC member and Caton,
USFSCC president, were a pair of club members, Chuck Smith and
Barbara Baier. Third place went to Mr. and Mrs. James Elyea,
- driving in their second rallye.
Anyone interested in rallyes, autocrosses or other USFSCC events,
is invited to attend meetings which are conducted every Wednesday at
2 p.m. in UC 201.
USFSCC's next event is an autocrOSs, scheduled for Oct. 21 on the
Physical Education parking lot.

***

Oracle Photo. by Danny Caton

Rallyemaster John Hussar instructs
.•• USFSCC's Chuck Smith and Barbara Baier before rallye.

Swim mers Strong
BY ALICE AUDIE
Oracle Sports Writer
"Outstanding returnees and
promising freshmen" make up
USF's women's swimming team
according to coach Rico
Maschino.
The team, in its second year, is
practicing two hours, five days a
week, in an effort to prepare
itself for the upcoming season.
Returning swimmers include
Martha Kernan, Annette Mitchell, Chris Barker and Barbara
Ross.
SUE SKINNER looks to be the
outstanding diver. Maschino said
he coached her in high school and
that she looks good enough to
qualify for national competition.
Maschino pointed out that
while no cuts were made
determining the squad, he will be
selective as to who travels to

Maschino hopes to host home
meets against Florida State,
South Carolina and Miami-Dade
Community College.,
FOR THE MOST part the team
will compete in dual meets.
However, it will take part in a few
larger meets as well. One such
contest, the Region IV AAU
Championship , will take place at
USF Feb. 16 and 17. Most of the
competition will be during Qtr. 2,
the exception being a development meet at St. Leo Oct. 27.

Rico Maschino
away meets. "We will have to
limit the traveling team to the
best 13 to 15 swimmers."
Although the entire schedule is
not yet complete, opponents so
far include the University of
Miami, The University of
Florida, and St. Leo College.

"WE'VE EXPECTED
for
some tim e that Ken had been
having trouble adju st ing,"
Williams sa id. "He was getting
homesick and was afraid he
wo uldn't get a chance to play ,
with our cutting out the JV
(junior varsity) team. "
Kellstrom , one of Williams'

Maschino said he would be very
pleased if the girls finished with a
.500 year. However, he predicts
that within two years USF will be
one of the top contenders.
From what he has seen in
practice thus far, Maschino feels
that froin "four to six swimmers
would· possibly qualify for
nationals in March."

. KLUTE

.

STARRING JANE FONDA,
DONALD SUTHERLAND
OCT. ,12, 13, 14
7:30~10:00

Homesick Kellstrom
Leaves Cage Squad
Coacl1 Don Williams' banner
basketball recruiting season
suffered a jolt yesterday when
Ken Kellstrom, a freshman
forward prospect from the
Washington D. C. area went
AWOL, returning to his home in
Maryland .
The freshman joined Rob
Mineer, who quit the basketball
program last week on account of
ankle problems, as those missing
from Williams' original roster.

·* * *

KEN LEVI CA, driving a Gremlin, took top honors in the Tampa Bay
Rallye Clul>'s first annual "Oktoberfest Rallye,'' Saturday.
Levica with navigator Ginger PJocica, accumulated only four
penaltv points in capturing the event. The rallve ended at Toad Hall
near USF's campus, where free beer was served.
'
In preparation for their next rallye, Nov. 3, the club will meet
Thursday at 8: 30 p.m. at Shakey's on South Dale Mabry.
SATURDAY there will be a Challenge Cup ·'.3eries with the British
Auto Enthusiasts in St. Petersburg. Registration is at 7 p.m. at
Shakey's on 34th Street. The first car leaves at 8 p.m.
Call Bill or Elaine at 988-7483 for additional information.

Bean Bag Chairs
CONEY'S INTERIORS

first scholarship signees and a 17point per game scorer in high
school , had been recruited by
East Carolina University in
addition to USF and Williams
said he <KellstromJ might go
there because it's nearer to
home .
" He had asked me if he could
go home last Friday and come
back Sunday. But when he came
back and
saw me Monday
morning (yesterday ) he told me
he was pulling out of school.
"IIE LEFT
for home
yes terday," the coach explained.
Ken had good potential and a
real good shooting eye at the
forward position , but he lacked
the strength an d ph ysical
maturity for the position , which
is true of most freshmen,"
Williams said.

UNIVERSI1, Y ·t!r
BICYCLE
.

LANA.
103 75¢ w/ID
.

1412 W . PLATI Ph. 258-2131
.

Last night at
Shakey's a lady asked
the banjo player if he
could play ''Tomorrow!'
He told her no-it was
his day off.

CENTER
SALES and
REPA VRS
RAlEi~
;.

°F1"1md1is~d Oe al cr

U220 E. Fletcher A vc.
Op•·11 H:OO 11111 - h:OO pm
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Test Fears Eased By Deep Relaxation'
CSF students who ha\'e a
to "fall apart .. at test
time may be able to replace their
fears with " deep relaxation : ·
Counseling Center for Human
Development Researcher Bill
Anton said yesterday .
Anton said that positive results
in a series of anxiety reducing
programs offered to USF
students on an experimental
basis last year will allow the
Center to offer the program
continuously.
llE Si\11> results from last
year's experiments "demonstrate a reduction in test anxiety
tendenc~·

and an increase in grade performance ...
c a lled
program.
The
systematic de-sens itization . run s
four \reeks. two hours twice a
week. and results in what Anton
described as a step by step
r eplacement of test-anxiety with
relaxation and self-a ss urance.
Anton said H students were
studied Qtr. 3 of last year in the
program. All H students improved their grades by learning
to relax when taking tests and
studying.
nothing more
"TllEHE IS
effective to date than this kind of

treatment. .. Anton sa id . "During
the stud\'. students \Vho were
most worried showed the biggest
impro\·ement. ··
Susan Huttig . a graduate
student in speech pathology said
the program enabled her to raise
her (~PA from :Ui to 3.5 and
finally to -1.0.
"I was r<'ally nervous." she
said. "I felt that I couldn't do as
well as the other kids in the
classroom when I was taking a
test. After the program I felt like
I'd lost a lot of tension."
lll'TTH; S:\ID she learned to
" yisualize bein~ in a particular

think it's kind of worn off a little
bit."
Lambert said prior to the
program she had trouble
studying. She worried it would do
her her no good .

situation that you didn't like and
then learn how to control your
inner feelings about it. "
She said muscular relaxation
accompanied by a feeling of
bad
in
"self -confidence
situations ," helped her overcome
the problem of feeling nervous
and inadequate in the classroom.

"I COULDN ' T sleep, or eat
before tests," she said. "This
thing changed my whole attitude
about taking tests. I know it
helped me ."
Anton said juniors and
sophomores who want to take the
program would have to register
with the Counseling Center by
this Friday .

SllEIL:\ I.AMBERT. a senior
in Interdisciplinary Social
Science. said she went from a 3.0
to a 4.0 and leveled off at 3.4.
"I know the program had a
good bit to do with my grades
getting better." she said. "But I

---------ORA(L.,. ....._E- - - - - - - TODAY
MSIA
The Movement of Spiritual Inner
Awareness wilt hav'! a seminar, "Consciousness of the New Age/ ' tonight at 8: 30
in UC 255. Anyone is welcome and a donati on
is suggested.
Marine Biology !;lub
The Marine Biology club will have a .
business meeting and lecture today at 7: 30
p.m . Dr. Robert Smith will speak on recent
research on game fish populations in the
Gulf Loop Current. All students and faculty
are invited.
Women In Communications Inc.
Joan Reynolds, editor and publisher of
"Florida Builder/' will be guest speaker at
the Oct. 9 meeting of the Florida West Coast
Chapter of Women in Communications Inc.
at 7: 30 p.m . at the Bank of Clearwater, 500
Cleveland SI., Clearwater. All interested
students (both men and women) in the field
of communications are invited. Further
information is available from Bobbi Campbell, ext. 2181, ADM 190.
Student Government
There will be an SG-Senate meeting
lonight at 7:30 in UC 252. Anyone interested
is invited to attend.
WEDNESDAY
Student Accounting Organization
The Student Accounting Organization will
meet Oct. 10 al 2 p.m. in BUS 107 to hear
Mike .Turner from the Placement Center.
Anyone is welcome.
World Affairs Council
The World Affairs Council will hold its
regular meeting Oct. 10 at 2 p.m. in UC 158.
Speaking will be Dr. Lou Perez on the new
situation In Chile.
. University Chapel
Fellowship
The University Chapel Fellowship has an
activity planned: "Scripture Based on
Meditation" at 7 p.m. Oct. 10.
Sailing Club
USF Windjammer Sailing Club will meet
at 6 p.m ., Oct. 10, In UC 205 for a meeting and
elections . Anyone interested in sailing is
invited .
CEA
CEA will meet at 2 p .m. Oct. 10 in EDU 209.
II is important that all CEA organizations be
represented.
Psychology Club
The Psychology Club will have its first
meeting Oct. 10 at 2 p.m. in SOC 037 . The
meeting will concern details for this coming
year. Anyone interested is invited.
Chi Alpha
Chi Alpha will sponsor a Jesus Rally Oct.
10 at 7 : 30 p.m. in UC 252 E. Everyone is
invited and there is no charge.
SIMS
The Students International Meditation
Society is having a lecture on Transcendental Meditation on Oct. 1o·at 7: 30 p.m .
in UC 251. The lecture will cover effects,

benefits and current scientific research
surrounding Transcendental Meditat ion . All
USF studenls are invited.

Bu 11 tt in Board

WEDNESDAY (OCT . 17)
IEEE
The Institute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers will hold a joint dinner meeting
with the Florida west Coast Section of IEEE
Oct . 17 . The social hour will begin al 6 p.m . at
the Holiday Inn on Fowler and will be
followed by dinner at 7 p.m.
The after dinner program will begin at
8:30 at the USF Planetarium . Members do
do not have to attend the dinner to attend the
planetarium showing. Dinner is SS per
person.
IEEE members and their guests are in·
viled. For reservations or information, call
Or. Garret in Electrical Engineerin!I or
Brian Clark, evenings at 971 -7690 .
CONTINUING EVENTS
National Science Fellowships
Final selection will be made by the
National Science Foundation, with awards to
be announced on March 15, 1974. NSF
Graduate Fellowship awards are intended
for students at or near the beginning of their
graduate study. Those eligible to apply will
be college seniors or first-year graduate
students this fall. Eligibility is limited to
individuals who by Fall '74 will have completed not more than one year of full-time or
part-time graduate-level study.
These fellowships will be awarded for
study or work leading to master's or doctoral
degrees in the mathematical, physical,

medical,

biO''"'~ical,

engineering and social

sciences, and .•1 the history and philosophy of

science.
Applicants must be citizens of the United
States and will be judged solely on the basis
of ability . The annual stipend for Graduate
Fellows will be $3,600 for a 12-month tenure.
with no dependency allowan~es .
Applicants will be required to take the
Graduate Record Examinations designed to
test $Cientific aptitude and achievement.

The Examinations, administered

by the

Educational Testing Service, will be given
on Dec. 8 al desi gnated centers throughoul
the Uni ted States and certain foreign

countries.
The deadline for the submission of applications is Nov . '26 . For further information
and application materiais may be obtained
lrom the Fellowship office, National
Research Council, 2101 Constitution Ave ..
Washington, D.C.
St. Joseph's Hospital
St. Joseph's Hospital Development Council
will include a Christmas Card Art Sltow
during the 1973-74 season at St. Joseph's
Hospital Gallery.
Ali artists in the Florida area are invited to
enter one orignal : water color, oil painting,
etching, ceramic relief, banner or
photograph. Entries may be in color or black
·
and white.
A 5500 cash purchase pri1e will be awarded
to the winner. The winning entry will become
the property of the hospital and will be used
as the 1973 St. Joseph's Hospitai Christmas
Card. It will be reproduced as close to the
original as possible.
The size of entries may be no longer than
SO" by SO" a_n d will be accepted at the
Hospital Community Relations Department
up to Nov. 9. All of the entries should be for
sale, wired for hanging, and have identification on the back <Artist's name, address, phone number, media and price.)
A special St. Joseph's Hospital Gallery
Reception will be held Dec. 9, from 1 to 4
p .m. at which time all entries selected by the
committee will be on display and the winning entry plus the printed Christmas Card
will be exhibited. The Show will be open to
the public Dec. 9 through 30.
Please call Mr. James R. Turner, Tampa
Electric Co., 876-4111, ext. 283, or Mr.
Charles Thomas, St. Joseph's Hospital, 877-

v ited .

USF Photo Club
The USF Photo club will meet Oct. 10 at 2
p.m . in UC 203 . All interested students and
prospective new members are welcome. The
club meets bi-weekly.
USF Women's Center
The USF Women's Center will meet Oct. 10
at 2 p.m . in the center localed in the UC . The
meeting is for persons interested in forming

men' s or women's consciousness ra ising
groups. Anyone interested is invited .
THURSDAY
USF Women's Center
The USF Women's Center .will have
elections for its Women's Center Board of
Directors, on Oct. 11 al 8 p.m. in the UC
Ballroom. Current female students (with
I OJ are invited. There is no charge.
Oral History Seminar
For the purpose of drawing up a proposal
for an oral history program for West
Florida, a group of scholars will meet in the
Special Collections Room of the USF Library
Oct. 11 and 12.
Representatives from the libraries of USF

and Tampa, as well as some outside con.
sultants will engage in a two-da\' work shop
to formulate a plan for the permanent
coll ecti on of oral history of West Florida .
Tho se i nterested should contact Martin
LaGodna of the USF History Dept .

Th~

Unitarian Uni versa list Fellowship will

discuss

"Fighting

Down

the

Urge

14 at 11 a.m'. ·For Further information call
988-8188 .

Percussion Association
The Percussion Association will hold an
organizational meeting Oct. 14 in FAH 102 at
2 p.m. Ron Delp of Berkley School of Music
will speak. Any persons interested in percussion (all aspect) is invited.

dinavia, Ford Foundation Fellowships,
National Science Foundation Graduate
Fellowships, Marshall Scholarships, Rhodes
Scholarships and Scuola Normale Superiore
in
Studies
(Graduate
Scholarsl\ips
Humanities in Pisa, Italy). Further information and applications may be obtained
from the Director of Graduate Studies Office, ADM 229.
FRIDAY
ASPA
The American Society for Personnel
Administration will hold its annual
organi zational party Oct. 12 al the VIP room ,
Busch Gardens at 8 to 10 p.m. All students
interested in personnel management and
related fields are invited.

MONDAY
Bala Krishna
Bala Krishna will meet at the Episcopal
Center Oct. lS at 8 p.m . The meeting will
concern Hatha, meditalion and breathing

exercises.
USF Amateur Radio Club
The Amateur Radio club will have its
weekly meeting Oct. lS at 2 p.m. in SOC 387.
TUESDAY (OCT. 16)
MSIS
The Movement of Spiritual Awareness
will meet Oct. 16 in the uc at 8:30 p.m. for a
"open." Each person will have a chance to
speak. Anyone is invited and donations are
requested.

- SATURDAY
Testi ng and Advanced Placement
The Dental Admission Test CDATJ will be
given Oct. 13 in BUS 106-llS. For further
information contact FAO 201.

DECORATOR
. BLOCK
11%xll% 88t
7%xl5% 67~
BUILDING BLOCK
67¢
CEMENT BRICK

CLAY POTS

s~

21h" - 14"

UP

HANGING BASKETS

f2Rfic.
p'WIRE

'JUBILANT'
N.Y. Times

CLAY
OCT. 20
2:30 & 8:30

OCT. 19
8:30 P.M.

NATIONAL TOURING CO.
EGYPT TEMPLE AUDITORIUM
TIX EVENING 7-6-5

MAT 6-5-4

TIX; BUDGET TAPES
RASPUTINS - SEARS
WARDS -BELKS AT BRITTON
RESERV.& INFO - 879-3880

[~ :fi l·J :I :l ;M:H'.'1:\11
.

SERIES

BEST SELECTION
IN
TAMPA

INDOOR
GARDENING
SUPPLIES
POTTING SOIL
NUTRISOL
INSECTICIDES
FUNGICIDES

-·'1'BERRY'S
POTTERY

BANWAMERICAftD.

A

GARDEN CENTER . -

8:30-5:30 CLOSED. SUN.
tWFFR GOOI>
1'l1Rf! 9-22-7.'l

O'BERRY OUTDOOR PRO.DUCTS INC.
1 09:23 N. Fla.

to

Violence! What do we do to ourselves?" Oct.

15¢

Social Science Council
The Social Science council will meet Oct.
10 at 6 p.m. in SOC Lobby for an election of
officers. All Social Science Majors are in-

SUNDAY
Unitarian Universalist
Fellowship

8161 , ext. 2239, for any additional information.
Fellowships for Graduate Students
Applications are available for the
following fellowships, scholarships and
grants for 1974-75. DAAD Grants (German
Academic Exchange Services), Danforth
Women,
for
Fellowships
Graduate
Fellowships and Grants for Study in Scan-

Ave. Ph.

932-4325.

,-
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KOIN KLEEN

(

HELP WANTED

WASH-DRY-FOLD

J(

MEN! -WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHI PS! No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel. Perfect
summer job or career. Send $3.00 for in:..
formation. SEAFAX, Dept. K-14 P.O. Box
2049, Port Angeles, Washington 98362.
WAITRESS wanted. Good pay, free pizza.
Apply Pizza Hut, 8600 N. 56th St. Temple
Terrace.
SECURITY Guards $2.00 per hr. All
equipment furnished. Weekends only.
Within walking distance of USF 223-1561
for appointment.
NEED EXTRA CASH? Why not work at a
fun place with fun people! Steak & Brew
has a job for you!! Part.time waiters,

INSTRUMENTS

Jlll

)

..
c-..A•U•T•O•M•O•T•IV•E•....

BEAUTIFUL MUSIC
IS WHAT YOU'LL MAKE WITH THIS
CLASSIC Everett spinet piano. In ex-

cellent condition . $1200 new, yours now for
5595. Call Clearwater 531-4019 to see, or
Tampa 932-3191 for further into.
COLLECTOR ITEM
Gibson Les Paul Junior 1959 model electric
guitar. Best offer. Call Denise ex. 2881.

(

$ 2~00.

- ..

DODGE VAN '71,6 cyl.-auto., white, ready
for truckin'. $1900 firm. 977-1233 or 13131
19th St. Apt. 202.

...

THIS is your LEVI store. We have denim &

corduroys in regulars & bells. Also boots,

Apply in person 1430 7th Ave.

shirts & western hats. Only 10 min. from

Bermax

Western

Wear

• Sales lett&rs
• Catalog Sheets
• Bulletins
• Form~
•Notices
• Dire:t Mail
• Instructions
• Data Sheets
• Order Forms
• Work Sheets
• Announcements

MUST sell 69 440 Roadrunner 71. Eng. just
rebuilt. 2000 mi. Built to RUN. Call Harold
after 5. 839-1511.

8702

Nebraska.

MOTORCYCLES
& SCOOTERS

·

GUILD semi-hollow body electric guitar
5175. Call Brian 971-4656.

I

1972 YAMAHA 250 Endure like new, must be

PART TIME HELP. 4-10 p.m. Mon.-Fri., 8
a.m.-7p.m. Sat. & Sun. Sl.60 per hr.
Laundromat Attendant. Call after 6 p.m.
935-0646.
GUY or girl Friday to help film prof. with
typing, filing, appointments, etc. Will
Hindle 977-5959
CWSP Assistants. 20 hr. week. Some typing
and art history knowledge preferable but
not necessary. Also someone With gen.
knowledge of woodwork equipment. Call
974-2360 or come by FAH 229.
SINGER-GUITARIST is
Needed to
complete a very ambitious, original rock
band. If you (or someone you know) are
interested please call 971-1571 as soon as
possible.

ATTENTION ACCOUNTING MAJORS: The
Student Gov'! Student Finance Committee

needs an accounting major to serve as a

UNCLAIMED

CARGO, 712 S. Howard. 253-

0001. Just received one rail car of zig-zag
sewing machines, name brands. Still
crated, dial-to-buttonhole, etc. May be
inspected & tested. $28.80 ea. until car is
empty.

seen, perfect for tra·il ripping. Expansion
chamber, 21 inch front wheel. Knobbies
and much more. Call 971-4593.

(

LOST & FOUND

oiled & adjusted, $2.85. Twenty-five years

of experience.
AKC Doberman puppies, male and female,
champion lines, very good quality,
reasonable. Call after 5, 949-2412 .
USED
paperbacks, Comics, Magazines.
Buy, Sell, Trade Nostalgia items. Comics
for collectors. Over 15,000 different books.
Open 9-9 daily. UNIQUE BOOKS 12943
Florida Avenue.

J

LOST: MALE !RISH SETTER around
Fletcher Ave. and USF. Answers to

'Nick". Was wearing collar and tags. Ca.II
Susan 977-5666.

PERSONAL

)

TEST anxious sophomores and juniors who

are

interested

in

improving

their

committee member. Apply in LIC 218 or
call 974-2585

WIDE ANGLE LENS VIVtTAR 35mm. F2.8. Fits all Nikon or Nikkormal cameras.
Wide angle metal shade included . Only $55
or best offer. Call 97-7-1151.

academic performance should contact Bill
Anton at the Counseling Center at 974-2866
by October 9, 1973.

I

UNCLAIMED CARGO; 712 S. Howard, 2530001. Just received six rail cars of bedding.
Sealy box springs & mismatched mattresses, $28.80 complete. Name brands,

WANT an exciting date? Be scientifically
matched by computer. For your application and processing send $3 to Partner
P.O. Box 17684 Tampa, Fla. 33601 Exclusive for students.

SERVICES OFFERED
....

MAGIC Fingers-I type everything and
specialize in speedy service-maybe even
the same day. Call Linda at 977-1903 ii no
answer 988-1519.

mismatched color sets, etc.
10 SPEED Schwinn Varsity, like new, $85,
green. Single lens reflex, excellent cond.,
$50 with lens. Call 988-2002

MOBILE AUTO REPAIR
YOUR LOCATION
INEXPENSIVE, GUARANTEED WORK
INTERESTED? CALL988-87780R 933-4286

CANOE RENTALS
By Day or Week
Call 935-0018 or 935-1476
STUDENT
Movers, furniture moving,
hauling, odd jobs. Call Ray or Elaine 4 to 7
pm Mon. thru Sun. 949-5247.

------

SPECIALIZED TYPIST
I BM CORRECTING Selectric, carbon
ribbon, pica or elite. Type changes and
Greek symbols. All types of work and
styles. 5 min. from USF. Nina Schiro,
971-2139. If no answer, 235-3261.
EXCEL LENT child care in my home during
day. Experienced, health card. No age

restrictions, reasonable rates, near USF,
call 971-4253.
FAST, Accurate typing service. 48 hr. service in most instances. 2 min. from USF.
Between 8:30 and 5:00 Call 879-7222 Ext.
238. After 6:00 call 988-3435. Ask for Liz.
CARSON OPTICAL . 11710 Fla. Ave. 9357854. Eyeglass RX. Sunglasses &
photogray; plastic or hardened lenses
made. Gold wire frames & fashioned
frames. Duplicate broken lenses & repair
frames.

BR cent. air-heat. Part. furn .. 10x10 shed
incl. Carpet, drapes, new water heater.
Call 986-1812. 5 min. ~rom campus.

"yes" and you want to meet a nice Jewish
boy, call Harvey at 971-7519 after 7:00 p.m.

FEMALE Roommate Wanted to share 2
bedroom duplex. $72.50 month plus 1;,
utilities. Call Jan afternoons or evenings
932-5788 or come by 10006 Lantana Ave.

SALE!
SALE!
SALE!
TOPS
PANTS
SETS
NICE CLOTHES
HALF PRICE
Call "Big Al" at Upstairs
879-1675
4618 North "A" St. Tpa

·----

(

FOR RENT

)

UPPER Level Male Students. A-C, furn.
Bedrm. in pvt. home, ent. bath refrig.,
parking. Close to USF. Quiet area for
studying. Ph. 988-7667.
MALE ROOMMATE-own your own room in
a two bedroom place. Central air, pool. 5
minutes to campus, nice, $80 per month &
1;, utilities. For information call Joe at 9718808 anytime.
BDRM. unfurnished apt. to sublease.
month lease $145. Call Pam 971-0678.

TRAVEL
OPPORTUNITIES

I

BAG END Airlines is seeking attractive
Hobbit stewardesses for its TampaMordor runs. Call Aragorn Agency 971-

,t "'~~::~"~:~::.1f
USF. Shag, dishwasher, 6 months old. 2
bedrooms. Turn rent payments into an
investment. Below cost >5800. Call collect
lor Lee, Clearwater 443-6488.

DESPERATE·?
PREGNANT?
NEED
HELP? Call SOLVE 227-8461. We provide
maternity clothes-baby clothes-housingjobs-transportation & financial assistance
227-8461.
ARE YOU a Jewish Girt? Do you stay here
alone on the week-ends? If the answer is

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE

REAL ESTATE

)

ONLY MINUTES FROM USF
READY to move into! Freshly painted 3
bedroom, 2 bath home with central heat
and air. W-W carp,eting living rm. and
comb. family and din. rm. Fully equipped
kitchen. Inside utility rm. Lovely landscaping and only in upper twenties. Call
for appt. Pauline Ferraro, Assoc. Coyle
Realty Res: 877-4922 Off: 877-8227.

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU B.ETTER

• Envelope•
• Letterheads
• Circulars
• Handbills
•Post Caids
•Brochures
• ;<louse Organ~
• Cost Sheets
• Price lists
• Resur,1es
Cl Stuffers

A

~,~/
insty·prints'' ~~)
.

1972 KAWASAKI 100 G-5. Good shape, low
miles $250. 986-1171 anytime.

UNCLAIMED CARGO, 712 S. Howard, 253-

0001. Just rece:ved two ra fl cars of sofa
beds with matching chairs. Opens to sleep.
$88 both pieces-all make sewing machines,

-··-----,r

charge for colored bond

condition, call Dave 971-8049.

campus.

2

1972 VW VAN. GOOD CONDITION.
Call 879 -7591.

trior, AM.FM stereo, overdrive, wire
wheels, Michelin radials, lighter, center
console, and clock. Low mileage, excellent

.MISC. FOR SALE ]

campus.

A

?a6 , 2i:i2~

evening!"> ,

POUND
DHY <.:LEANING BY LOAD OR PIECE
1mor OFF & PICK UP IN 24 HOURS
ATTENDANT ALWAYS ON DUTY
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 7AM-10PM
9307 56th ST. TEMPLE TERRACE
PH. 988-9790

1971 TRIUMPH TR-6. Gold with black in-

waitresses, hostesses, busboys, needed.
STUDENTS needed. Part-time workers on
USF campus. Will adjust hours to class
schedule. Apply in person to Saga Food
Service. Andros & Argos.Cal. Ph. 2587 on

1968 VW BUG in good t.OrH.lition. C"ll

18~PER

·'!

4347 W. Kennedy Blvd.

Taonp;79Fl~8 ;3609

5101 E. Busch Blvd. I.,~~:

5 8

Tamp~~ F~~ ;3617

-~

UPTO
$$$ 40.00 $$$
PER MONTH ON REGULAR
BLOOD PLASMA PROGRAM
7AM UNTIL 2:30 PM
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
--CALL FOR APPOINTMENT--

HYLAND DONOR
CENTER
238 W. KENNEDY BLVD.
PHONE· NO. 253-2844

----·---------

The reason you're
sometimes billed for
long distance calls
you never made
is because
nobody's perfect.
If we ever make a mistake on your bill, give us a call and we'll
make the proper adjustments.

JACKSON'S BICYCLE STORE
114 Buffalo Ave. Phone 232-0661

1-75 South to Buffalo exit · 'h block west of Fla. /l.ve.

Quality and Reasonable Prices
are our standard

Wheelchair Wheels-Repaired-Retired
Discounts to USF Student~ and Staff Continued.

[ij i#t
6EnERALTELEPHDnE

I

I
Ii.

II
i
i

!
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EOC Plan Boosts Minority Staff
portunity said, " These are the
most responsible goals we could
have established."

BY CHRISTY BARBEE
Oracle Staff Writer
The administration released a
revised affirmative action plan
. Friday, outlining goals for hiring
and enrolling from minority
groups and a system for
resolv.ing complaints of sexual
and racial discrimination .
The means for encouraging
increased
percentages
of
minority students and staff will
include recruiting, advising and
counseling, financial aid, career
planning and placement.
"IT'S A declaration of what the
school is going to try to do," Dr.
Maxine . MacKay ,
special
assistant on Women's Affairs,
said. "It's very thorough."
The. goals include nearly a
doubling of black (from 2.3 per
cent to 4.3 per centl within five
years and more than twice the
percentages .of black enrollment
and
administrative
and
professional staff.
The plan calls for a "diver- sified student body" increasing
from the current four per cent of
black enrollment (746 black
students in May) to eight per cent
in 1977.
DR. JAMES Vickrey, director
of University Relations and
coordinator - for E.q ual Op-

p.ollution

The pollution ·index for
the Tampa area yesterday
was 39 ·- ·moderate.

Air Pollution. Index Scale
0-19 .
light
20-39
moderate .
.1.().59
heavy
\·ery heavy
60-79
extremely heuy
80-99
acute
IOO-plu,"
Sourt'e: Hlll11borough County
l:n•·ironniental
Prote('tion
Agenc·y.

I

I

I
I

I

I
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--- THE NICKEL BEER
IS BACK!!.
-----
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Goals for faculty were derived
from a consideration of positions
expected to be open in the next
five years and the number of PhDs in a given field.
"Certainly we'll be changing
our numbers," used in goals and
as bases, Vickrey said, adding
that the plan will be reevaluated
annually to enable the administration to determine if and
how goals should be readjusted.

"It's a declaration of
what the school is going to
try to do."
--Maxine Mackay
J\ :'\ETWOHK
of special
assistants in the areas bf student,
academic and administrative
affairs have been assigned to
"monitor recruiting and hiring
practices
and
" mediate"
discrimination complaints ."

The
E qu a l
Opportunity
Committee. consisting of six
faculty, six staff and three
students will be called on to
mediate all discrimination
complaints that cannot be
resolved at the vice presidential
level. It will serve as the last
point of recourse before appeal to
USF' Pres. Cecil Mackey.
In the area of student affairs
the main emphasis will be on
equalization of student services
Troy Collier, special assistant i~
that area, said.
·

llE S.\ID special efforts will be
made to adapt counseling services to minority needs.
"Our job will be to er.sure that
raciai and sex factors don't come
into the picture ,' ' he said.
When USF' adopted its originai
affirmative action plan in 1969 it
was one of the first institutions in
the Southeast to make use of such
a plan.
Affirmative action plans are
now required by all agencies and
institutions that receive federal
and state monies.

ALL
THE WINE
YOU CAN
·DRINK WITH
DINNER

ALL THE
ANTIPASTO
YOU CAN
MAKE

ALL WITH YOUR CHOICE OF
Spaghetti and Meat or
Marinara Sauce _ _ _ _ _ _ $3.50
Spaghetti and Meatballs
.$3.95
$4.25
Eggplant Parmigiana
Chicken Mama Mia!
$4.95
Veal Parmigiana
$5.35
Shrimp Marinara
$5.50
Steak Pizzaiola (New York Strip) $6.25
or just char-broiled if you wish
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Served with Imported Italian Spaghetti
and Bread Fresh From our Ovens.
Also Daily Authentic Italian Specials.
Children's Menu Available
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.

: : 6902 N. 4.0th ST.
3 miles South ''
1

of

P.l!sch Gardens_ , '

''Tl)e Grat?dest Italia., Restaurat?t Ever''
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

In The Oracle
Classified Ads

